1. Be as a werewolf, a bloodthirsty wolf disguised as a human sheep; for you will only be able to hunt freely among your enemies when you succeed to conceal your true self.

2. One strong action is worth more than a thousand empty words.

3. Lucifer is our ideal, therefore we must ourselves also be the bringers of revolution, wisdom and liberation.

4. In the world of the dreamers the awakened ones are gods.

5. A society is formed when enough weak humans who have united, create laws and rules to protect themselves against the wrath of the strong. Thus, make it your goal to always be the society's enemy number one.

6. The brilliant Light of Lucifer will
always remain darkness in the eyes of the blind.

7. The lie offers comfort to the weak, while the grim truth sets free and makes divine the strong.

8. Lie to others if you must, but rather take your own life than start lying to yourself.

9. Let your Will be the only law and mercilessly punish every transgression.

10. The elite can never degrade itself and sink to the level of the unworthy scum, democracy must therefore always be fought by all and any means necessary.

11. Only through terror the elite minority can make itself heard through the wailing of the subhuman majority.

12. He who is the most enlightened casts the darkest shadow and is thus considered by the unenlightened as the
bringer of darkness.

13. Only subhumans are limited by the illusory morality and the laws of the status quo. The Satanist, who has transcended these illusions, is free and beyond good and evil.

14. Make war against peace and fight for the sake of war itself. For only in the heat of battle the wolves will be separated from the sheep.

15. Learn to know yourself; for only through the identification of your own limitations you will learn to transcend all your imperfections. Self-knowledge is therefore the only key to perfection.

16. The seed of knowledge can only grow in fertile soil, and must be watered with the water of Azoth. Only then can dark wisdom break up the stagnating forms and structures, and make Chaos flourish.

17. It is through representing and
acting as our Dark Gods, that we can advance and elevate ourselves to their thrones and become one with their essence.

18. By fearlessly entering the darkness of the unknown we will find our own inner Luciferian Light.

19. Those difficulties and obstacles that do not kill us will only harden us, and the most hardened among us is the one who stands closest to Satan.

20. Nothing purifies the strong so well as the spilt blood of their enemies.

21. In times of peace only parasites flourish.

22. Be ruthless and without mercy, destroy everything and everyone who stands in your way, for mercy and pity are the stigmata of the weakest.

23. The fulfillment of a Satanic life is the way that a Satanist dies. For
the last victory of the strong is to die in battle.

24. Our Will is the law and our law is Chaos.